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🔥Long Overdue, Jeffrey Epstein Arrested for
#SexTrafficking of Children Which Involved a Paid
Pyramid Scheme To Lure Others Into
Scheme‼  @realDonaldTrump  @AlanDersh 
 @SecretaryAcosta 

Jeffrey Epstein Arrested For Sex Trafficking of Minors: Sources
Jeffrey Epstein was reportedly arrested on Saturday and will appear in New York
court on Monday to be charged with sex trafficking, according to multiple law
enforcement sources

https://www.thedailybeast.com/jeffrey-epstein-arrested-for-sex-trafficking-of-minors-sou…

💥Epstein will go down in history as one of the “most protected” sex trafficker and

pedophile in modern history. Epstein’s lawyers: @AlanDersh @SecretaryAcosta Ken

Starr, Roy Black, Jay Lefkowitz, Gerald Lefcourt and Martin Weinberg💥

Jim DeFede
@DeFede

BREAKING: @CBSMiami has learned that Jeffrey Epstein was 
arrested late this afternoon at Teterboro Airport in New Jersey 
after his private jet landed there from Paris. He was taken into 
custody by federal agents.

747 1:43 AM - Jul 7, 2019

364 people are talking about this

🔥NEW CHARGES against Epstein are for “conduct similar to those that brought

about his plea deal.” The person spoke on the condition of anonymity because the

specific counts remain UNDER SEAL‼  How long until Trump claims he barely knows

@SecretaryAcosta @AlanDersh & Epstein⁉
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👊The court cited the public’s right to access the case information outweighed the

privacy of certain individuals, “including numerous prominent US politicians,

powerful business execs, foreign presidents, a well‐known Prime Minister, and other

world leaders.”

🔥Epstein was arrested in NY after returning from Paris. Jean Luc Brunel, who like

Trump, owned a modeling agency, supplied Epstein w underage foreign girls and

lives in Paris🤔
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Replying to @kelly2277 @TrueFactsStated

Jean-Luc Brunel supplied French kids to Epstein w lure of 
modeling for MC2 They lived at Epstein’s condos at 301 E 
66th St. NY 

106 10:29 PM - Jul 30, 2017
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103 people are talking about this

💥Jean Luc Brunel, Epstein’s source for foreign children, adds an interesting

dimension👇
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Replying to @kelly2277 @TrueFactsStated

Jean Luc Brunel on Epstein’s flight logs. In deposition MC2 
bookkeeper said Epstein gave MC2  $1M. He procured kids 4 
Epstein & friends

35 6:45 PM - Aug 8, 2017
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🤔Why is the Public Corruption Unit handling Epstein’s Case at SDNY⁉ perhaps

there were some extortion and bribes to officials as it pertained to Epstein’s

trafficking...
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WHOA 😲 Supposedly, Epstein was an informant against Bear Stearns and because

of that, it helped him get the @SecretaryAcosta sweetheart plea deal... BUT people

are suggesting that he did NOT actually give any info🤔

Jeffrey Epstein Became a Government Informant as Part of Sweetheart…
Records show he was key witness in trial of two Bear Stearns execs during 2008
financial crisis.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/jeffrey-epstein-became-a-government-informant-as-part…

💥Did someone tell the judge that Epstein supplied valuable info on Bear Stearns to

lighten his sentence- when in fact he didn’t ⁉That would fall under public
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corruption...

🔥Epstein’s lawyer Jay Lefkowitz used to work at Kirkland Ellis w Acosta. They

conspired to get Epstein a light sentence by claiming he was giving Valuable

Consideration in the Bear Stearns case- but it might have been a ruse😲

@SecretaryAcosta

Pedophile millionaire dodged harsh sentence by ratting out Bear Stear…
Multimillionaire pedophile Jeffrey Epstein secretly served as a "key federal witness"
against two hedge fund managers around the time he cut the sweetheart deal that
let him avoid federal child sex-t…

https://nypost.com/2018/11/28/pedophile-millionaire-dodged-harsh-sentence-by-ratting…
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